~1.
The Word Sanctuary has many Meanings to Meany People,
so I must Define it to Mean only 1 thing:
Sanctuary is a Series of 42 Buildings around the World,
the Land they sit on is Free of all Laws, Rules & Regulations, and Taxation, it
is owned by Sanctuary.
Everything in Sanctuary is owned by Sanctuary,
everything in Physical Custody of a Person is in an Inventory Database,
that is used to verify responsibility of each object in Sanctuary,
so all transference of Objects must be recorded in that Database.
Sanctuary is not any 1 Person in Sanctuary, but all Persons in Sanctuary,
no one owns or is in charge of Sanctuary,
because everyone owns Sanctuary and everyone is in charge of Sanctuary.
Everyone takes full Responsibility for Sanctuary,
there are no Rights, so there are no Wrongs,
and No Voting, because we always do what is Required for Sanctuary,
and Not what is Popular with its People at that time.
Everyone has a Job in Sanctuary, and Every Job is important in Sanctuary,
so Training is Job Number 1.
Sanctuary will have 4 Very Large Pyramids which are Power Plants that will
supply the power for the Whole World,
as well as for the other Sanctuaries,
this Power is Given to the World Free of Charge,
so the Governments of the World will allow Sanctuaries to exist in their
Countries,
for this very reason, so they can Run their Government off of Free Energy,
so the need for Oil is Eliminated, along with Pollution,
and the Destruction of this Planet.
Sanctuary is a Combination of countless factors that make up any Society,
with 1 underlying goal, to Create a Society that Protects the Planet...
The Foundation of Sanctuary is People from all Walks of Life Working
together for a Common Goal,
which is individual Freedom, which means no one has any Power over yew,
the Parent has Responsibilities to its Children to Raise them in a Safe Clean
Environment,
and provide them with the Correct Training to Survive in Sanctuary,
which the First thing yew teach them is what is Private and what is Public
Knowledge,
for example: Public knowledge is that No One has the Right to have Sex
with Under Aged Children,
so having Sex with Children is not a Private Issue, but a Public Issue,
because the Children of Today are the Adults who will own this Tomorrow,
and Everyone has the Responsibility to make sure that none of the Children
are Abused, Bullied or Mistreated,

so Sanctuary is about Responsibilities and not Laws,
always doing what is Right instead of what is Easy or Fun,
because Justice in Sanctuary is not like the Just Us Criminal System yew
may be use to,
because Justice in Sanctuary is about All of Us, and the Price of Our
Freedom...
So in 1 Word Sanctuary is a State of Mind.
~2.
Sanctuary is a Safe Place were all Life can Live in Freedom,
where Freedom means yew are Free:
Free of Debt, which means No Money, yew never Owe Sanctuary anything,
and Sanctuary does not Owe yew anything.
Free of Ownership, No one owns Sanctuary, it belongs to Everyone,
so Life is Part of Sanctuary.
Free of Thought Control, No Religion,
that does not mean that People can not have Religion,
its just not part of Sanctuary, that's called Freewill.
Free of Crime, Justice is a Series of its Own,
Anyone that Commits a Crime against Sanctuary can be Punished, Executed
or Expelled from Sanctuary.
Free of Language, there is only 1 Language used in Sanctuary,
its called Basic, and has been Defined every Step of the way.
Free of Nationality, everyone in Sanctuary are Earthlings from the Planet
Terra,
so they are Terraist.
Free of Racism, yew are a Mixed Race, those colors are Black, White and
Grey,
as such Yew are all Jews, which means Just Yew.
Free of Emotions, yew have to Check those at the Door,
yew all have yewer moments,
so keep Emotions out of Sanctuary.
Free of Stupidity or Dumb, yew will have to Learn the Trinary Universe to
Live here,
so No Free Dumb here.
Freedom is a State of being Free, this does not give yew any Rights,
so do not confuse those with being Free...
Freedom means that yew do not have a Government Dictating to yew how
to Live yewer Life,
what to Believe, what Drugs yew take, what Wars yew fight,
how much Tax yew Pay, or how much Dept yew own...
Sanctuary is a Series of Buildings,
they are laid out like the Ancient Monuments,
so there are many Shapes for them,

but the Main Sanctuary's are all Pyramids,
the Shape will become clear soon,
but its important to remember that each Building serves a Purpose,
as do the Life Forms that Live here,
so Sanctuary is a Set of 42 Buildings around the World.
~3.
The Template for all Building on Earth was laid out in a Template called the
Ancient Monuments,
and should be followed as a Guild,
it shows yew how to build and keep the Earth in Balance,
so this Projects will be the most Important Project of all Times since the
Ancient Monuments,
and will be the most Massive Engineering and Construction Feats every
under taken on this Planet,
during this Iteration, but it has been built on this Planet Before,
which is why I know it can be done again,
its just a Matter of how, given the Current Technology of the Day,
and that will take a lot more then 276 Steps,
but I will Document all of them,
so its important to understand the Complexity of Building a Pyramid 66
Miles tall.
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Sanctuary's Main Build is a Pyramid,
the Tallest is 66 Miles Tall,
this is to give yew a big enough pad in Space,
since yew will leave the “I of Horus” empty,
like the Pyramid on the back of a U.S. 1 Dollar Bill,
so its a Symbol of the “I”,
as Such, this is where the Energy Comes from,
so the reason to build this so tall is now clear,
yew need to bridge the Energy from Earth to Heaven,
this will have the effect of being hit by Lightning Continually,
so it will constantly be producing massive amounts of Power that will be
Required by Sanctuary,
so its a Power Plant...
The Vacuum of Space will also be a very Powerful Energy Source,
and will be used for many Purposes,
and the Idea of Space Exploration is now open,
yew now have a Space Port,
and a Place to Mount a Nice Telescope,
so the Advantages of building this tall is definitely worth the Effort,
and the Need for this kind of Power is apparent,

since these Main Buildings are the Power Plants for all the Other Buildings,
and there are only 4 of them in the World,
and when complete there will be 42 Buildings around the World.
~5.
The First Step in building Sanctuary is Training... Its also the Last Step.
Everyone on this Planet is going to have to Learn 1 Language,
there is no other way to do this, and that is the Bottom Line,
so Basic is the Only Language allowed, since its the Only Language that
everyone can understand,
its Not English, although English was derived from Basic,
and yew have to Understand that the Reason I call it Basic,
is because its the Basic's of Language,
its the Wizards Code, and is the Only Language ever used in the Universe,
the Letters, Sounds and Meanings are not what make up this Language,
its the Math, this Language is in Math,
yew use Math to create the Language,
yew assign Numbers to Letters and Words,
so the Meaning of every word is very well defined,
and everything should add up,
so there is never any misunderstanding about what a Word Means.
Social Behavior is another aspect of Society,
and is Part of the Training,
People must learn to communicate without so much unneeded or
inappropriate Emotions...
and being Polite has nothing to do with it,
yew do not have to say Thanks or Please,
both words are fine to use, but do not expect them,
and do not offer them as part of a way to communicate,
its annoying, its like saying “O I C” after everything yew say...
Being Polite is a Form of Control and a Sign of Subservient behavior...
Safety is what Sanctuary is about,
and to be Safe, everyone has to be speaking the Same Language,
which is why I will make no Effort to Translate any of my Work,
because Words are a Wizards Spells,
and those Spells are always written in Basic,
and Training is what the Word Wizard is Famous for...
So Step by Step yew will Learn how to Build Sanctuary.
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The Second Step in Building Sanctuary is Planning...
Planning includes all the Details that a Project requires,
so its more then just Blue Prints and Training,
its all the Engineering that goes into it,

all the Science that goes into all that Engineering,
and all the Testing that goes into Designing things,
so its a very Encompassing Subject to say the Least.
Planing requires a Computer Program,
I would suggest writing one from scratch for this Application,
because this Computer System that would be required to undertake such a
huge task as this,
does not exist in the World today,
imagine how this system will grow and change over time,
and we are talking about Thousands of years now,
Sanctuary is a Permanent Building on Earth,
so yew have to build it to last Millions of years,
and yew start with a Computer System that can handle it,
and that would mean yew will eventually want to build yewer own
Computers,
but for now, lets just use what we have,
knowing that no one will agree about what Operating System to use,
I would recommend and Open Sourced OS like Linux on all the Servers,
Individuals can use what ever OS they want,
but Sanctuary can not Purchase or License any Software,
nor does Sanctuary use Commercial Licensed Software,
so all Software has to be Free or Open Source,
with a License that Allows its Use in a Free Environment.
so I would recommend creating a Web Based Content Management System,
and would also recommend writing the Application in C++,
mostly for Speed and Standardization,
that can meet the requirements of Sanctuary,
this way yew can write a Real Time Software System that can Control and
Operate various other Systems within Sanctuary,
and can have a Web based Interface,
so Training and Tech Data can be pulled up in a Web Browser on any
Compliant Device,
like a Computer, Laptop, Cell Phone or other Devices.
I would recommend using a Modeling Animation Software Package like
Blender,
to do most of the Design and Engineering,
its not really designed as a Computer Aided Design or CAD Package,
but it can be used as one, and has the Ability to improve in that area,
but my main concern is to use Free and Open Source Software to complete
this Project.
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The Third Step is Construction,
and this is where all the People in the Word come in,

its going to take a lot of People to make this task become a Reality.
After the Planning stage, yew pick a Location and break ground,
the first thing yew will want to do is Drill Water Wells,
and Deep Grounding Rods that will be required for a Ground for the Power
Plant,
imagine a Pyramid building that stands 66 miles tall,
its foundation is going to need to be hundreds of feet thick,
to support the weight and height of this Structure,
so the Ground Water is only used for Grounding,
and not for general use, yew want to use the Structure to collect water,
but yew will need ground water to augment that,
and yew are not going to drill a whole to dump sewage or garbage into,
yew will have a Water Treatment Plant to Recycle all Waist Water,
so the same goes for Garbage,
it will be broken down into its Elements, so it can be used for anything and
everything.
Yew will want to start Building the smaller Pyramids at the Same time as the
Main one,
so that it can be completed first,
since it will house everyone until the Main Building is ready to live in,
so the Workers will live here during the early days of Construction.
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Yew will want to build the Power, Concrete and Steal Plants first,
these Plants are going to be part of the Structure when completed,
so here is the Trick,
yew have to build them before yew build the Foundation,
so at some point, these Plants will no longer be needed,
so they are Temporary, but may be used for hundreds of years,
remember this will take thousands of years to complete,
think about building the Foundation which is a 66 Square mile steal
reinforced block of Concrete 100 feet thick,
which is just a Guess on my Part, I have no idea how thick it would need to
be to hold such a structure,
but yew have to start guessing somewhere, 66 Miles tall was a guess also,
just to give yew an idea...
That is a building about 349 Thousands feet wide on each side,
and will stand nearly that tall when completed,
and in the time table yew need to build this in is 10 years,
that is about 450 Billion yards of Concrete,
or 21 Trillion – 80 Pound bags of Concrete,
just to get an idea about what the Foundation will take.
~9.

I will not try to make this sound easy,
its not going to be,
from an Engineering stand,
yew will need to balance the Earth,
finding 4 locations around the Equator that can Support a Giant Pyramid,
is the first of many Problems,
it will require a lot of Resources to build such a Project,
not to mention Food, Housing and Equipment for all the workers,
and as we get closer to the Ice Age, working is going to get harder,
getting resources is going to get harder,
so lets face it, this project will start off seeming like an Impossible Mission,
and it will only get harder.
~10.
I will give Recommendations,
but nothing I say is written in Stone,
this is not Gods Plan,
its My Plan,
when I was younger I Blue Printed this whole building,
but as I said, my Step Mother Throw out those Plans,
so now I have to go by Memory,
and that Memory has gotten bad over the years,
after all i have been through,
its a wonder i can think at all,
but remembering details like this are not going to come to mind as easy as
they did when i was 3,
back then I knew exactly how to build it,
the White Wizard told me,
so that is that as they say,
so now I will need help to engineer this,
just as I will need help building it,
but I can say I still can see the basic building concept in my mind,
and that is the biggest obstacle to explaining how to build it,
so I will explain it in Steps,
each getting more detailed as I go along,
but I want to make it clear that this needs to be Engineered from the
ground up,
and it needs Quality work,
not just Quantity, every ounce of Concrete that goes into this,
must hold up for millions of years,
because it has to last till the end of this Iteration,
and that is 3 Billion years,
but the Earth will not be inhabitable all of those years,
so its a given that Civilization will only last as long as Sanctuary does,

which is why this Project is so important to all of Life on this Planet.
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Every Floor will have a Service Floor above it,
and a Transportation Floor below it,
in my dreams these Floors where round and not square,
this makes the Structure stronger,
so the Service and Transportation Floors will have round corridors,
which will make it easy to have trains on both Floors,
making it easy to maintain.
The Service floors are used to provide Food, Water, Air, Trash, Sewage, and
Supplies to every room in Sanctuary,
and the Transportation Floor is easily understood,
but keep in mind of the complexity of a 66 Mile Pyramid,
yew will want individual cars for every room,
so yew have to decide how many cars each room gets,
and how a house is created with rooms,
because this is going to be were all the Workers live,
and lets face it, now a days people have more then 1 child,
but in the future, this can not be the case,
this reality sucks, but if we look at this like an Condominium,
and in the future we will be full, no more room,
its clear that at this point, yew will want less rooms per family,
so if each Family is considered to be one or more people,
this can be a male or a female, and in Sanctuary,
we do not care who yew call a family, Marriage is not Required or
Recommended,
Freewill is the basics of Freedom,
Homosexuality or Bestiality is a behavior of the Darkside,
and allowed under Freewill, so what is Private Stays Private,
as long as yewer behavior does not endanger the Community its permitted
in Private,
as long as it allows Freewill to all, which comes into Question for Children
and Animals,
so doing the Right thing in Private is always Recommended,
and Private is the the Key here, what yew do in Public is another Story,
because there we are always in the Light, that does not mean yew have to
be Nice,
as for Me, Jeffrey is not nice, i do not like to say Thanks or Please,
that is begging and IAM not a Slave,
but that is Me, to someone else may think that iam rude,
that is Judging, and that is not in the Light,
bowing down is a Head nod, or as elegant as the Orientals do it,
i prefer it to a Hand Shake, which means that yew are Unarmed and do not

wish to Kill someone,
so in the Light, yew have to respect everyone's Traditions,
no Darkside here, yew take all the Darkside Entertainment into a Private
Room,
then decide how Private it is, meaning if it has Cameras,
so every Floor and every Room has a Purpose in Sanctuary.
~12.
The Main Floor is the Floor in between the Service and Transportation
Floors,
so yew have 3 Floors per Step,
a Step is a Unit of Measurement for the Pyramid,
its represented as a Step on the Pyramid,
but from the outside the Pyramid will not have Steps,
imagine what a Step would be like once the Pyramids got a mile tall,
Ice will build up, and when it creates an Avalanche,
it will hit every step on the way down,
so the outside will have to be anti-ice proof,
plus yew want it Solar, and it needs to collect Water...
Each Service and Transportation floor is a least 16 feet tall, yew have at
least 3 foot thick floors and ceilings,
plus the height of the room, which varies,
so we will have Thousands of Steps if we took it all the way to the top,
but we will not, and just how high we do make it,
is yet to be seen,
but the taller it is, the less area it will have on top,
so if yew want a run way, make sure to stop building.
~13.
Round is a very strong shape,
and when it comes to long term,
yew want to think Durable and Flexible,
lets face it, 333 years from now when Newton's Comet hits Earth,
and a Thousand year Ice Age begins, the Ground might start to lean to one
side,
and yew will want to level out all the rooms,
and this is not an Easy task,
now is the time to think about this and not when it happens,
it can be corrected in one axis,
if all the floors are Round,
Square is locked into that shape, no way to change it efficiently,
and keep in mind we are talking about 3D here,
so the length of rooms is a factor,
the shorter the easier it is to level out,

so lets face it, there is only one way to build a room,
it has to be round, so every room is a Sphere,
that way it can be leveled out no matter how tilted the Pyramid became,
as for the Service and Transportation Floors,
the Seats in the Train can be leveled, so its not a problem,
but the whole structure has to be built with this concept in mind,
and when yew think about the Industrial rooms,
like the Cement and Steal Plants, this concept will take on a whole new
meaning,
its going to take a lot of Steal to build this Building.
When yew design buildings, leveling it out is always the biggest job,
but yew figure the land will always stay level,
but even underground Cities will tilt if they get hit by an Earthquake,
so pick which way yew want to build, up or down?
God is telling me to build up to Heaven,
the Towers of Babel where just that,
they were building Sanctuary when the Slaves Rebelled,
and started talking different Languages,
which is why only Free people can work on Sanctuary,
and why only Smart people can build it,
because Underground Cites have far more long term problems,
and yew can not generate enough power to sustain them,
which is the whole reason yew want to build tall,
to tap into the Lightning from Space,
so finding the Right Shape to build in is just one of many Steps yew must
take.
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People like to know what its going to be like once its done,
they do not care about how yew are going to build it,
so lets pretend yew have already built it and now yew are living in it,
what is it going to be like?
I can only tell yew about my Dreams from past Iterations,
where these Buildings Really Existed,
so this is what a typical day would be like for me:
The Building acts as 1 Community,
but still it is just a lot of small Communities that were created by working
schedules,
these are shifts, 3 shifts, 8 hours long,
or 4 shifts, each 6 hours long, or 5 shifts, each 5 hours long, or 6 shifts,
each 4 hours long...
Emergency crews are on rotations,
Saturday and Sunday is Entertainment day,
so People working for Entertainment, are on Rotations,

and Sunday the Kitchens are Down, so only Emergency work is done on this
day,
a Crew is made up of how many individuals it takes for a Unit to do its work,
so I work making Videos for the Light Wizzard,
I have 12 people on my Crew, we never work weekends,
and have no Rotations, but my wife works in the Kitchens, so she is on
Rotations,
our house has 3 Sleeping Rooms, each room is self contained,
they double as a Bed Room and Entertainment Room,
each room is Sound Proof, and has computer Terminals,
most double as Windows when not in use,
because the rooms have no real Windows,
the Terminals will double as Windows to the outside,
each House consist of a main Room,
which has a small kitchen and food storage,
which is stocked via the Service Elevator,
which is a computer controlled train,
some are used to move people, supplies and trash,
such that every house is self contained,
it has all its Air, Water, Power and Supplies delivered via the Service Floors,
so I never actually have to leave my House to do anything,
I can simply Telecommute with my Team,
but my Wife has to go to work,
like a lot of other jobs that require manual labor,
but my wife can also make all my meals,
and watch my videos on her time off,
so that is how my day is going...
Everyone in Sanctuary does their job,
so I can do mine, and regardless of what that job is or who is doing it,
everyone in Sanctuary gets the same benefits to living in a Society like this.
~15.
Each Floor of Sanctuary is built at a time,
each on top of the other, and it must make it stronger,
so the weight of the Concrete, makes it stronger,
and the Steal holds it all together,
each Floor has Houses for its Inhabitants,
Farms, Ranches, and Industries for manufacturing Supplies,
everything a modern City would require to survive,
so each Floor is Self Sufficient,
each Floor Area diminishing from the one below it,
till the Floor as a Community gets down to its smallest size,
just one Family, and this Family will be no more important,
and no less important, then all the other families in Sanctuary,

so be happy just to live in Sanctuary,
but at the same time you have to Plan for future generations,
when all the Floors are Finished,
and the Total Size of Sanctuary is Full,
no more Room for 1 more person...
Then Freedom comes at a Price,
its only Free for those that Live there,
and that space is Limited...
So in Sanctuary its our Goal to make the best out of each and every day,
to make the best use of its resources,
to recycle 100% of everything,
so each Floor is totally Self Sustainable,
there will be some services that run across multiple Floors,
like: Power, Air & Water, and Recycling,
as such the Environment on each Floor has to be Managed,
and people have to work those jobs 24 / 7,
the Air coming into Sanctuary is Filtered down to a Micron,
and all Hazardous Chemicals are removed,
all Food is Grown and Raised in a Closed Society,
those Growing and Raising Food, as well as those Preparing it,
are all from Sanctuary,
so this is a Closed Society,
once completed the Doors are Shut,
meaning no one else can move in, till someone moves out,
and it will take a long time to build all the Floors,
but each Floor will be smaller then the one below it,
but still as important,
so 1 Floor or Step at a Time we Build Sanctuary.
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To live in Freedom, yew must be Free,
which means No Money, No Bartering, and No Compensation,
to the average Slave this sounds like a bad plan,
which is why yew are Slaves,
so what is a Slave?
Anyone that uses Money, Barters or does something else for Compensation.
How does that make them a Slave?
Because in any form of Commerce where one person has a Need,
and another has something Needed,
there are only two ways to conduct business,
you either give them what they want Free of Charge,
and Except any Gratuity you get, which as a Custom is just saying Thanks,
but normally just something you expect, because this is the Way Sanctuary
is ran,

but still most want that Gratuity,
even though that line of Logic is Slave Mentality,
so yew are much better off just feeling good that yew meet their Need,
and be happy with the Transaction,
or you can demand Payment, which always comes down to Compensation,
be it Money or Bartering, and the Amount has many Factors to take into
Consideration,
so the Banks have gone to a Great deal of Effort to make this a Science,
because they make yew believe that Money has Value,
when in Fact, at the Subatomic Level Money Does not Exist,
so in any Reality Money does not Exist,
yew can prove this by just looking at it,
if its a Precious Metal,
then it has Value,
but then that Value most be based on the Current Market Value for that
Metal,
and if yew take a Pound of Pennies to the Scrap yard,
they will Laugh at yew and Gladly give yew what its Worth,
Pennies a Pound, if its Paper or Credit, it has No Value what so ever,
so yew have to admit that its all the Banks that give it any Value,
by having Stores that Except it as Currency Legal for Trade,
as if a Store would Barter with yew now a Days,
so its all a Bank Scam from the Start,
the Banks make yew believe that Money has Value,
so yew Spend it, yew work for it, yew can not Live without it,
so yew are a Slave to it, no Freedom or Freewill, and for what?
Nothing, since Money does not Exist,
its all just part of a Bank Scam to make yew Slaves to Money...
The Funny thing is that people believe they are Fighting for Freedom,
when in Fact that are Fighting to be Slaves.
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In Sanctuary there is only Freedom and Freewill,
its a Concept that very few Understand,
so lets be Crystal Clear...
Freedom is the Opposite of Kingdom or Government,
everyone that is in Sanctuary is Self Ruled,
as in any Society, yew will have those that do not want to Play by the Rules,
and having Laws does not Change that,
in fact, Laws only Protects the Criminals,
which is why they call it Criminal Justice,
so there are no Laws in Sanctuary,
the Dark God of Moses had the 10 Commandments,
but once yew turn them into Laws,

they became Evil, which always means its Dark, which is Negative Energy,
because this whole Idea of Law is Evil,
it requires someone to Judge another,
and no one should have to Judge or be Judged,
so I say to be Grey is to be Neutral,
and the only way yew can do this is to Train everyone how to be Grey...
This way everyone has no doubt as to how yew should Act in given
Situations,
and yew make the Need to commit Crimes a thing of the past,
and yew do that by allowing No Money, No Bartering, and No
Compensation,
Lets just call it Money for Short, or Evil just to be Clear,
so it really does mean that Everything is Free,
but that is too broad of a Definition,
because all it really means is that in Sanctuary,
yew have Individuals working as a Whole to Provide all the Services or
Objects,
that are Needed by the Population,
so resources are allotted,
how that is done is up to the Community,
Sanctuary does not Demand a Preprogrammed Commercial Department
Stores,
who Produce everything for Profit, and discard excess,
in Sanctuary every Resource is Valuable,
and its up to everyone in Sanctuary to safe Guard them,
so Freedom takes on a whole new Meaning...
Instead of Laws yew have Training,
in the Long run this is far more effective,
Laws do not Prevent People from being Criminals,
in fact it makes them 1.
~18.
If an Individual does something that the Society Believes is Wrong,
that requires that person to be Punished for that Crime,
then the Society must Punish that Person for that Crime,
but yew most Determine if the Punishment fits the Crime,
and when Training will correct the Problem, or was Training an issue?
These are things that always sound like Good Laws,
but instead think of them as Good Rules,
the Difference is Laws Require Judges,
and Deeper down this Rabbit Hole yew Go,
this Road always leads to Corruption,
even if everyone Judges or yew Vote on it,
knowing that is how yew lost yewer Freedom in the First Place...

This whole idea of Freedom and Freewill for everyone has to mean
something...
But an I for an I is not the Light Wizzards way,
and Slavery is never an Option,
nor is Work a Punishment,
Freewill is always given in Sanctuary,
so there is no Prisons in Sanctuary,
if there is a Medical Problem that needs to be Dealt with then deal with it,
if this person needs to be locked up till this dispute can be settled,
then House Arrest is Required,
but it always comes down to what to do with a person who has committed a
Serious Crime,
that Training would not correct, meaning this Person can no longer be
trusted to live in Sanctuary,
since they could not Live in Freedom,
and they are a Treat to any Society...
Yew do the Right thing...
Part them out,
never let a Good Resource go to Waist,
just make sure yew never abuse the System just to get Spare Parts.
~19.
Every Society has Consumers,
these are people who do not contribute to Society,
that means they are capable of preforming some service to the Community,
but refuse to help out at all,
because in Sanctuary there are all kinds of Work that needs to be done,
all the Time, meaning 24 / 7,
so these people are a Drain on Resources,
but more to the point is why they are a Consumer?
In Sanctuary everyone must do their part,
this starts in Training,
every job has Training,
yew have Training Records,
in fact this is run more like the Military,
lets face it, the Military knows how to Train People,
IAM one of the Few and the Proud,
and it was the Military Training that made this Possible,
so everyone will Require Sanctuary Training,
and lets face it, no other Community on this Planet at this Time,
get along better then Military Communities...
But this is Sanctuary,
so we keep the Rank part out of it,
since everyone in Sanctuary is the Same Rank,

which are all Staff Sergeants,
hey we are Wizards...
So in Sanctuary we train people not to be Consumers,
we train them to be the Best they can be,
we allow them to work in areas that interest them,
but they may have to work details,
lets face it, work has to be done,
and it has to be done right,
IAM talking about building a 66 Mile Tall Pyramid here,
not an amusement Park, but I would build them in also,
if yew have no Fun, why Build it in the First Place,
so what a Better place to Stick the Consumers,
they can run the Amusement Parks,
because there is always something fun to do in Sanctuary.
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The Concept of Freedom and Freewill is Assume,
it makes an Ass out of U and Me,
because it requires a Trust in everyone in Sanctuary,
and lets face it, yew do not trust anyone,
nor should yew, not in the Darksides Reality,
because that is what Money did to yew,
so in Sanctuary, do not make that Mistake,
yew start trusting in everyone,
and soon everyone will feel trusted,
and the ones who still wanted to do Evil things,
well somethings never change, this is not Paradise,
which to yew meant a Pair of Dice and yew Gambled yewer Life away,
in Sanctuary the goal is Long term coexistence,
the Rights of every Individual in Sanctuary is more important,
and that Right is Freedom and Freewill,
because everyone must do their part to make Sanctuary a Reality,
yew will have plenty of time to Play,
and IAM not just talking about the Children,
but the Adults specifically,
once yew stop Playing yew start Dying...
And in current Government Ran Societies of this Date,
there is no Freedom, only Laws and Regulations,
do this, do not do that, can't you read the Signs?
In Sanctuary you have Training,
every task has a set of instructions that fully explain how to do every task,
these Instructions are constantly being improved,
but the idea is that it Frees People in a way that creates Freedom from
Freewill...

The Training teaches everyone in Sanctuary how to do a task,
so that every task gets done right the first time,
and in a way that is safe,
but its far more then that,
it trains people how to behave around other people,
because lets face it, people come from all over the world to Live in
Sanctuary,
and until they are trained how to Live in Sanctuary,
they will not know how to Live in Harmony,
they may only know how to behave as they did were they came from,
because in the beginning, there was no Sanctuary,
and for hundreds of years, people will be coming from Government ran
Societies,
into Sanctuary, so they could learn how to Live in Freedom,
and Freewill is the first Lesson, (Yew) have to learn to be (You),
then the Need for Laws and Regulations will go away,
and the Concept of Freedom will come to you when yew do not Assume to
understand it.
~21.
This is Step 0 and I have only begun to define Sanctuary,
and depending on yewer view of this Planet,
yew will view Sanctuary through Filters of what yew think it will be,
instead of what you can make it to be...
Which is why I like to tell it from the Viewpoint of the Wizard who said...
~22.
The Light Wizzard in the Flesh,
will now define Sanctuary in Step 0,
from the Viewpoint of the Lightside in Terms the Darkside can understand.
~23.
To Learn what Sanctuary is,
yew must understand that Society is what yew make it to be,
and what yew want Sanctuary to be is the Best Society in the World,
and to do that yew must Train all its People to stop being Sheeple,
then (Yew) become (You),
and then You can Define what You will make Sanctuary to be.
~24.
There is not enough Money in the World to Build Sanctuary,
which is why the People most do it for Free,
and those same People most insure that it stays Free,
and that they are never allowed to be Owned, Ruled or Governed by a

Group of People or a Person,
because yew can never allow the Banks or Governments to own any part of
Sanctuary,
to Live Free, Everything most be Free,
Everyone has a Responsibility for Sanctuary,
Keeping it Free is the Hardest Job,
then Keeping it Honest,
and Fair to all, even the Animals and Insects,
so this is all part of Freedom,
and Money can not Buy yew Freedom,
it can only make yew a Slave,
and only Slaves would build a Prison to Live in,
so only Free People can Build Sanctuary.
The Banks will 1 Day Crash and Everyone will Lose Everything,
and the Banks will Own it all,
because the Banks never Lose anything,
they stole it all Legally,
and its because yew Voted for that,
and that was the Civil War, when America went to War so the Banks could
Own it,
and now IAM telling yew that the Only way to get yewer Freedom back,
is to make Sure that Sanctuary Stays Free,
and not like the United States of America who claimed to Defended its
Constitution,
by preventing anyone from Changing it and the very Foundation it was
Created under,
which was Freedom from the Banks and Taxation,
and why Sanctuary has No Laws,
because those Laws made it an act of Terrorism if anyone tried to Defend its
Constitution,
making Laws the Enemy of the Constitution,
thus Money and Laws is how it became Corrupt and why yew can not use
Money to Build Sanctuary,
because then yew would only be building an Evil Prison.
~25.
What is Public is Public,
and what is Private is Private,
and just because there are No Laws, Rules or Regulations,
does not mean yew have the Right to do anything, let alone Everything,
because Everyone has Responsibilities for Sanctuary,
yewer Actions are its Reactions,
so everyone is Responsible for its Image,
Like the Image that we were Created From,

we Create Sanctuary by our Actions, and our Reactions,
and so we must all take Responsibility for those Actions as well as its
Reactions,
we become our own Security, we do not allow ourselves to do things we
know are Wrong,
we never allow Public Opinion to influence those Security Parameters we
call Right and Wrong,
which is why we do not Vote of issues,
we simply determine which is the Correct way of doing something,
then determine if we are required to do it, then we get it done,
just because some people think its Right, does not make it Right,
if yew do something Wrong in Private, it reflexes into the Public,
because Evil was allowed to Live in Sanctuary,
and Private is Private, and that means no Camera's or Recording what
People do in Private,
so its up to those People to be their own Security,
so Evil can not Exist in Private,
and People know what is Right or Wrong,
or what is Good or Evil,
so Sanctuary is allowing only Good things to Live in Sanctuary,
regardless of if its Private or Public,
so no Shame is allowed and Evil has no place to Live in Sanctuary,
so what is Public knowledge is Private knowledge also.
~26.
An Ice Age is coming,
and no one can deny that,
but they will try,
because they know current Cities can not survive it,
which would mean the End of Human Civilization,
and all because of Money,
which is the Root of all Evil,
so the Sheeple must decide if the Human Race is going to survive the Ice
Age,
when most of them do not believe an Ice Age will ever come,
but I do not care what Yew Believe, nor does the Universe,
the Ice Age will come and go,
it does not care if yew believe that it will,
but Sheeple are Lazy Stupid Animals,
they will not Build Sanctuary for their Grandchildren,
because they only care about themselves,
and Sheeple believe their Deity they call God, will Protect them,
how soon they forget what God will do to them for Worshiping a False Idol,
because they do not know Who or What God is,

nor do they know what Truth even Means,
so only those who Built Sanctuary will survive the Ice Age that will Come.
~27.
Most Sheeple will never believe what the Light Wizzard has to say for many
reasons,
some think the way he tells His Story is Childish,
because they do not understand the Aspie in Me,
so Sheeple will Deny what I have to say just because of the Way I said it,
which is Childish,
but that is Sheeple for Yew,
they Believe what Main Stream Media has to say,
because Sheeple are Stupid and the Governments know this,
the Governments also know they are Lazy,
but at some point the Governments will realize that they need the Power
from Sanctuary,
and its only then that the Governments will acknowledge Sanctuary is the
only hope for the Human Race,
and that maybe the Light Wizzard was Right about everything he said,
and its only at that Point will the Sheeple Listen,
but the Governments would have to confess to all the Treason they
committed,
and that will never happen,
so the Human Race is doomed.
~28.
No Matter what Anyone Says,
what I have told yew can not be Proven to be Wrong, and why is that?
Because the Light Wizzard only Tells the Truth,
and that Truth is that Most of Yew are Slaves to a System yew Do Not
Understand or Care about,
and now yew have a Choice what Path to Follow,
the Path Yew are on is a Road yew do not want to Go Down,
Yew have been down that Road before,
and yew know its Full of Darkness,
people will tell yew anything to keep yew in the Game they are Playing,
which is the Money is Real Game,
till the Banks go Bankrupt and the Game is Over,
now what Game do they want to Play?
Its called the Lets get Even Game,
because someone has to Pay the Price for Loosing this Game...
So the Sheeple will Protest and Riot,
and the Game Masters will say go to Jail,
now yew have no Rights and No where to go,

who are yew going to Call?
All the Money in the Banks is No Good,
meaning its Evil,
but yew already knew that before yew started to Play this Game,
and now that yew know how this Game always Ends,
yew wonder why yew played it at all...
When the News yew see on TV does not Correlate to the News on the
Internet,
yew know someone is Lying,
but yew do not know who, nor do yew know why,
in fact yew do not even know the Question...
All I can do is show yew the Way,
which leads to Sanctuary, its a Long Road,
and its the Making of a New History,
because First I tell yew His Story,
yew know His Story about IAM, about all my Emotions,
and how my Universe really works, which is through Dimensions,
but that is just a Game,
so we look at our Road Map to see where all this is going,
as I Rant about this and that, yew figure out that all my Science is Real,
so Sanctuary must be Real also,
then yew learn about Trinary Energy and know this is the Reality yew want,
so yew listen to His Story, and Society, then JustUs makes more sense,
because yew know who IAM...
~29.
IAM the Light,
IAM the Darkness,
IAM every shade of Grey in between.
IAM the Light Wizzard in the Flesh.

